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As more and more products become an exchange of information about the user for 
information for the user – e.g., user location for navigation and weather forecast, past 
purchases for effective recommendations, etc. – product managers and developers 
must decide what information they will collect, where they will store it, how they will 
protect it, and whether they will share it with other commercial entities. Thus developers 
may be seen as mediators whose daily work involves translating cultural values into 
material products (Ribak, 2019). The challenges to privacy that they identify, and the 
solutions they design, both mediate and are mediated by the web of norms and 
practices of which they are a part. 
 
Studies suggest that developers do not prioritize privacy, and are not particularly critical 
or reflective about the privacy implications of their work (Balebako et al., 2014; Boyd, 
2021; Boyd & Shilton, 2021; Hadar et al., 2017; Jørgensen, 2018; Li et al., 2022; 
Senarath & Arachchilage, 2018). The proposed presentation is designed to contribute to 
this emergent (rather technical) body of work in two interrelated ways: Conceptually, it 
draws on digital materialism (Parikka, 2015) to define GitHub1 (Kitchin, 2017; Prana et 
al., 2019) as a platform in which culturally diverse open-code developers meet other 
developers, encounter practical and ethical problems and solutions, learn from one 
another and collaborate in joint projects. Methodologically, it is attentive to the ways in 
which developers consider the design of privacy amongst themselves. Following Green 
and Shilton (2017; Shilton & Green, 2018; Tahaei et al., 2020), it attempts to learn about 
developers’ privacy challenges by unobtrusively studying their discourse; however, by 
using automated tools, it can offer a broader view of developers’ concerns and practices 
as they are presented to fellow developers. 
  

 
1 https://github.com/. GitHub is the repository of more than 200 million open code projects. 



 

 

To explore how developers discuss privacy in GitHub README files, we adopt a 
grounded-theory interpretive process that is combined with automated analytic tools 
based on Natural Language Processing algorithms, designed to make computer 
languages “understand” human language (Nelson, 2020). We focus on the explanatory 
files (README) that developers use to account for and essentially promote the 
software’s design and functionality, and where they describe, among other things, how 
they implement privacy protection. 
 
The first phase of the analysis sought to map developers’ privacy discourse. To identify 
paragraphs that contain information about the developers’ privacy practices from within 
the text, we used GitHub2 retrieval tools and dedicated software written in Python for 
information processing.3 We collected 59,898 README files of software projects on 
various topics created between 2008-2020 in which the word privacy appears. We 
saved the relevant paragraph from each file in a separate file used for the automated 
process. The second phase involved a qualitative discourse analysis of the paragraphs 
containing the references to privacy. We applied VOSviewer (www.vosviewer.com) for 
the first phase and Voyant-tools (www.voyant-tools.org) for the second, selected for the 
level of documentation and functionality they provide. 
 
Preliminary results 
 
The cluster analysis of phase 1 produced nine clusters. The two larger ones represent 
the main themes in developers’ privacy discourse in the README files: One cluster 
includes 13 words and word pairs (e.g. “external site,” “third party”), the most common 
of which is “privacy policy.” The other cluster includes 68 words and word pairs, the 
most common of which is “security” alongside other, technologically-oriented references 
(e.g. “algorithm,” “anonymity,” “communication cloud,” “cryptocurrency,” “database,” 
"differential privacy,” “encryption,” “IP address,” “machine,” “network,” “protocol,” 
“transaction”). 
 
Figure 1: Clusters of privacy themes in GitHub README files  

 
2 https://docs.github.com/en/rest/reference/search 
3 https://www.python.org/ 



 

 

 
To gain insight into developers' privacy approaches (phase 2), we used Voyant-tools to 
display the key words in their context (KWIC). A qualitative discourse analysis of the 
paragraphs containing the words found in the two main clusters established that the 
clusters express two prevalent approaches to maintaining privacy: privacy-by-policy and 
privacy-by-design (Cavoukian, 2009; Spiekermann and Cranor, 2009), and provided 
additional insights into developers’ privacy discourse. 
 
The initial findings suggest that more than simply two design approaches, the distinction 
between privacy-by-design and privacy-by-policy discourses is in fact a distinction 
between discourses that uphold privacy as a value and discourses that regard it as an 
imposition to comply with. The latter README references consider the policy 
requirement a legal or corporate obstacle that must be dealt with, and some admit that 
the application is designed such that displaying the notice and consent button will 
mislead users to agree to the data collection, thus allowing that app to collect data and 
use it as it wishes. At the same time, README references that describe privacy-by-
design embed solutions in the software code such that it does not allow data misuse, 
thereby ensuring personal data is used according to the contextual informational norms 
(Nissenbaum, 2019). 
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